ACROSS
1) Malt-drying oven
5) Some birds that cannot fly
9) German wives
14) Auditorium level
15) Sudden impact
16) Get the joke
17) Fascinated by, as a hobby
18) Italian volcano
19) Tibia neighbor
20) Good friend in peace and war
23) Family member, for short
24) Shopping convenience
25) Opposite of throw away
27) Beer variety
30) Sheepish statements
32) They're all grown up
36) Metabolism descriptor
38) Old Soviet news group
40) True-to-life
41) What trying times may require
44) Baldwin of TV and film
45) Textbook division
46) Fasten again, as sneakers
47) Who I see in the mirror
49) Night precursor
51) Giant Hall of Fame Mel
52) Shakespearean auxiliary verb
54) Carla portrayer, on TV
56) Dear old guy
59) They are there, win or lose
64) Best part of the cake, to many
66) "I'll make a ___ of it"
68) Minstrel show, e.g.
70) Slippery and hard to catch
71) Business tendency
72) Final stages
73) Bronchial symptom

DOWN
1) Elevator brand
2) Isn't wrong?
3) ___ good example
4) Freshwater catch
5) Expelled matter
6) Timeworn
7) Fibula's arm counterpart
8) Petunia part
9) Whipped
10) Broke away
11) Black-and-white divers
12) Terrible-looking tangelo
13) Cheerleaders, often
21) Aristocratic
22) Smallest in magnitude
26) Blender setting
27) From port to starboard
28) Without strict oversight
29) ___ Park, Colorado
31) Mighty tasty
33) Slow, in music
34) Like a winked agreement
35) Wintry rain
37) Moved parabolically
39) Soaked through and through
42) Civilian clothes
43) Drove to distraction
48) Housed temporarily
50) Mouselike mammals
53) Conclusion lead-in
55) Word before noon?
56) Vacuum's target
57) Tablet brand
58) Third-rate hotel
60) Little Boy Blue's instrument
61) General location
62) 1994 Jodie Foster movie
63) Terrier's island
65) Cloister sister
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